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INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW
Wholesale prices are at the lowest they have been in 18 months and over the last 6
months the price for Q1 2023 has been reduced by 68% on electric and 57% on gas.

Anyone who can sign a contract now regardless of the contract end date should be
reviewing the market price that can be achieved today. Anyone coming out in the next 3
months should sign a contract ASAP. There is the threat of a second Beast from the
East, which could plunge temperatures to record lows, increasing demand and putting a
strain on storage levels across Europe.

For those coming out in the latter half of 2023, a price secured now will secure the
position and should there be marginal further relief, will see no benefit of this. But, should
the market start to rise from the lows we have seen, the price that can be achieved
today will increase contracts ending in 2024 and beyond.

Energy bills are driven by both the price of energy on the
wholesale market and Third-Party Costs (TPCs). TPCs include
non-energy costs set by the government, network (the
National Grid), policy and system costs and electricity
transmission/distribution costs. 

The biggest single cost on a bill is the price of the energy.
Before the energy crisis the wholesale cost of energy made up
approximately 40% of an electricity bill and 70% of a gas bill,
with the remaining being TPCs, which have been continuously
rising in recent years and can be volatile. Currently, with the rise
in wholesale costs they are around 78% of a gas bill and 72% of
an electricity bill.

This pricing report will focus on the energy element of a bill to
help you keep track and understand the wholesale energy
market and the factors affecting the price of your contracts.



Colder weather forecasted in Europe and UK
Gas for power generation set to increase
Lower wind generation
Maintenance at UK nuclear reactors

Bullish Factors (upward pressure on markets):

11 LNG arrivals into UK over the next 3 weeks
Healthy UK storage levels
Gas demand currently flat

Bearish Factors (downward pressure on markets):

As the market is converging currently (unlike 6 months ago) there is no indication that
waiting will provide any better price and politically there is potential for outfall in the
energy markets from any further action against the west.



Increases in LNG supply and healthy storage levels have helped keep prices low this year.
However, with UK temperatures dropping and the demand increasing, prices have started to rise
slightly.  

Gas prices are currently 75.8% lower than when prices peaked at 515/bbl in March 2022 and
power prices are 46.5% lower.
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The Met Office has warned that the return of the Beast from the East could plunge temperatures to record
lows. The start of spring will be colder than usual, after the provisionally driest February in 30 years.

The UK currently have healthy storage levels, but a drop in temperatures would see the demand for gas
used for power increase. Bookmakers have also cut the odds on this March being the coldest on record.
Alex Apati from Ladbrokes said: "The incoming Beast from the East has forced us to slash odds on next
month playing host to the coldest March on record."

March may be the first month of meteorological spring but Mark Sidaway, a deputy chief meteorologist with
the Met Office, said forecasters had detected a phenomenon that helped produce a record-breaking cold
spring in 2018. He added: “Although we have had a sudden stratospheric warming event and other drivers
pointing towards colder conditions in March, at this stage there is a low probability of having widely
disruptive winter weather like that of five years ago in March 2018.

MARCH TEMPERATURES SET TO DROP

ENERGY NEWS

WHY ENERGY BILLS ARE STILL HIGH BUT WHOLESALE
COSTS ARE DOWN 
Wholesale gas and power prices are one of the main factors that impact energy bills and have slumped to
their lowest level in 18 months. Prices have been falling since December 2022, but energy bills still remain
relatively high as wholesale energy costs fluctuate a lot. In an aim to protect themselves energy firms 'hedge'
by buying their gas and electricity well ahead of when it is needed, some even buy it years in advance.

This means that the current bills households and businesses get each month do not reflect the price
wholesale cost trade today, but rather the wholesale cost from when the supplier first paid for the energy. It
then takes a while before the low wholesale prices are seen within energy bills. 

There are several different ways of tracking wholesale costs, including the current price and the season
ahead, and these all need to drop to impact energy bills. That said, there is some hope this could be about to
happen. Ofgem chief executive Jonathan Brearley said the lowering of the Ofgem price cap from April
'reflects the fundamental shift in the cost of wholesale energy for the first time since the gas crisis began, and
while it won't make an immediate difference to consumers, it's a sign that some of the immense pressure
we've seen in the energy markets over the last 18 months may be starting to ease'.

He added: 'However, prices are unlikely to fall back to the level we saw before the energy crisis. Even with
the extensive package of Government support that is currently in place, this is a very tough time for many
households across Britain.'


